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Jly the end of this lesson, pupils

should be able to:

i Desafbe Criminal Behavior
( ii) Avoid criminal behavior jn

and at home

Pupil should be able to;
drug and drug abuse

Lin examples of druæ that can
be

Mention the rjøjt people to

administer drug

Pupils should be able to;

eexplain the meaning/

-elements of national identity

recite the national anthem

By the end of this lesson pupils

should be able to:

i Ex lain the causes ofcrime

of rommunity

1. Pupils as a clans ,discuss the meaning

of criminal behavior.
2 Pu outline criminal

behavior jn the school environment

• Pupils as a class, explain the meaning

of drug and drug abuse

Individual pup1J mention examples of
common drugs In our society

• PupiL in pairs, mention people who
must administer drup
• Pupils in small group ,dassify drup
into tablets, syrups, capsule and
injections

• Pupils as a class , are guided to
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and pertonal
devel ent

• Citizemhip
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Collabordive sidJls

Crttical thinking and
problem solving
•Leadership and

development
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brainstorm on the meaning of national collaboration
Identity • Critical thinking and

• Pupils in small groupsattempt% the problem solving
meaning of elements of national •Leadership and
identity personal

• Pupils, individually, recite the national development
anthem while teacher makes necessa •Creativity and
corrections imagination

1. Pupils as a class ,give reasons for the Leadership
emergence of crime in the society and personal

devel ment
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VIDEO LINK

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES;
-Flash carå%, textbooks

dictionary etc.

WEB RESOURCE:
SITE 1.1
-https•.//www.tandfol

WC-AL RESOURCES
Qurts/poster illustrating
sne method of talong

medidnes
Poster showing a drugs

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES:
Relevant pictures and

charts

WEB REM)URCFS:

SITE LINKS:

VIDEO
https://youLbe/FPHMå

AUDIOVISUAL
RESOURCES;

-Flash cards textboo
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NATIONAL VALUES 
WEEKS

3 (Social

Studies)

4 (Civic

Education)

4 (Security

Education)

TOPICS EDUCATION 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

(WE)

Neglect, Drug

Abuse

Ways of

knowing

someone who

has abused

drugs

Elements of

in the society

Pupils should be able to:
identify people who abuse
drugs
Mention symptoms oftaking
excess drugs
Explain importance of taken
right dosage of drugs

Pupils should be able to:
national Identity - Identify the elements of

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

- Pupils as a class, discuss the meaning
of drug abuse.
- Pupils in small groups, describe the
behavior of people who abuse drugs
- Pupils in pairs, demonstrate ways of
taking drugs into the body (swallowing
drinking rubbing etc.)

- Pupils, individually, identify the
of national identity in their

EMBEDDED CORE
SKILLS

Digital
literacy

•Communicative and
Collaborative skills
- Critical thinking and
problem solving
-Leadership and
personal

development
- Creativity and
imagination

- Communication and

LEARNING RESOURCES

dictionary etc.

WEB RESOURCE:
SITE LINK
-https://www.unodc.org/

LOCAL RESOURCES
Chart of health center and
medical personnel
Poster showing a drug
addict

WEB. RESOURCES:

ml-drug:a/uusel

LINK:
https;//youtu,be/b6dt09

éwdqm

AUDIO VISUAL

(Contd)

Categories of

Crime e.g.

Personal and

State

Effects of Drug

Abuse

Patriotism
Meaning of
patriotism
How to show

national identity.

- highlight the examples of
elements of national identity.

- recite the National pledge

By the end of this lesson, pupils

should be able to:
i Differentiate between the

No categories of crime e.g.
personal and state crime.

Pupils should be able to:
State effects of drug abuse

Explain methods of abusing

(e.g. smoking cigarette)

Identi& drugs that should be

understanding while teacher corrects
collaboration

- Critical thinking and
RESOURCES:
Pictures and charts of

them accordingly
- Pupils in small groups, discuss various

elements of national identity with the
help of the teacher

problem solving
- Leadership and

personal

development
- Pupils in pairs , recite the national - Creativiy and

pledge while teacher makes necessary imagination

4 (Social

Studies)

5 (Civic
Education)

corrections

1. Pupils as small groups, discuss the
differences between personal and state
crime

- Pupil as a class state the effect of drug

abuse
- Pupil in groups, explain the methods
of abusing drugs
- Pupils in pairs, mention drugs that are

commonly abused

Communicati
on and collaboration

Citizenship

-Communicative and

Collaborative skills.
- Critical thinking and

problem solving
-Leadership and
personal

various elemenB of
national identity
Picture chart of the

national pledge
WEB REOURCES:
SITE LINK

VIDEO LINK:
https;//youtu.be/F.PHMA

h5SMmO

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES:
-Flash cards, textbooks

WEB RESOURCE:
SITE LINK
www:iustia.com>criminal

LOCALRESQURCES

Charts showing drugs that
can be abused
Charts showing people
that are smoking and

drinking alcohol

taken with so-ict supervision of development

medical personnel or parents or

guardian

Pupils should be able to;

-explain patrioosm
-demonstrate and explain how

-Pupils as a class, discuss the meaning of - Communication and

patriotism.
-Pupils in small groups ,demonstrate

collaboration

- Critical thinking and

https;//luxury,rehadbstco

m/drug-abuse/

hns.Uuutu.be/b6vte96

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES:

Pupils textbooks

to show patriotism and ways to show patriotism problem solving Pictures of examples of

5 (Security

Education)

patriotism. e.g.

Promoting our
civic

responsibilities

Factor Affecting

Criminal

-analyze ways to promote our

civic responsibilities

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:
i Enumerate the factors that

with the help of the teacher.

-Pupils in pairs, are guided to explain

how our civic responsibilities can be

promoted.

1. Pupils in small groups, explain

factors that affect criminal behavior

and share with the class.

- Leadership and

personal

development

- Creativity and

imagination

- Citizenship

Communicati

on and collaboration

patriotic citizens

WEB RESOURCES:

SITE LINK:
bttp%/nessonplantedudel

ighLcunLpaCriusim

VIDEO LINK:
https://,YQåtu,be/6kHtvfRl

pQFKB

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES:

-Flash cards, textbooks

Behavior
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NATIONAL VALUES EDUCATION 
(NVE)

I.EARNINC, OBIF.CflVFS

affect criminal behavior

(Social

Studies)

6 (Civic

Education)

6 (Security

Education)

6 (Sooal

Studies)

7

8 (Civic
Education)

Ways of helping

people who has

abused dmgs

Reasons why

Nigerians

should be

patriotic
To promote

Unity

•To pmmote

development

•To ensum full

and pmper use
01 resources

-To help the

nation benefit

from our
know•iedgc and

skills

Common

Criminal
Behavior

Meaning of

illness

Pupils should be able to:

Mention ways of helping people

who abuse drugs

Explain signs of identifying

people who abuse drugs

Discuss the appropriate

authority to report to incase of

drug abuse

• Pupils should be able to:

hiøllight fre masons for

patriotism.

• explain ways to promote unity

In class and at home

-discuss ways the nation can

benefit from our knowledge and

skills

By the end of this lesson, pupils
should be to:

(i) Explain common criminal

behavior

ii Identifr the effects of

common criminal behavior on
the society

Pupils should be able to:

Explain the meaning of illness

ust major causes of common

illness in our society

Mention examples of common

illness in our community

(Malaria. Typhoid, diarrhea,

dysentery etc)

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Pupils as a class ,explain ways of

helping people who abuse drugs,

• Pupils in small groups. discuss signs

and symptoms shown by people who

abuse drugs

• each pupil, mentions the appropriate

authority to report drugs abuse to.

- Pupils in small groups, demonstrate

caring in people who abused drugs

-Pupils in pairs, are guided to identify

the reasons for patriotism.

-Pupils in small groups, are guided to

discuss ways to promote unity in the

class

-Pupils as a class, brainstorm on how

EMBEDDED CORE

SKILLS
• Citizenship

-Communicative and
Collaborative skills
- Critical thinking and
problem solving
• Creativity and

imagination

- Communication and

collaboration
- Leadership and

personal

development

LEARNING 
RESOURCFS

WEB RESOURCE:
SITE LINK:

Charts /poster of hospitaland sickbay
Chart illustrating people
who abuse drugs

VIDEO

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES:
Pictures showing
examples or patriotic
citizens

• Critical thinking and Charts showing the
nation can benefit from our knowledge problem solving qualities of a patriotic
and skills with the help of the teacher. - Citizenship

MID-TERM BRF.AK

Reasons for Pupils should be able to:

patrioUsm -Identify the consequences of
(contd.) not being patriotic as a nation

-Consequences of -discus sonje of the

not being consequences.

pathotic as a -explain smne oj the benetits or
nation being patriotic as a nation,

-Benefits of being

patriotic as a

1. Pupils in pairs, discuss the meaning

of common criminal behavior

2. Pupils as small groups, highlight the

effects of common criminal behavior on
the socie

• Pupils as a class ,explain the meaning
of illness
• Pupils , individually, itemize examples
of common illness in our society
• Pupils In a small gmups, discuss the
major causes of common illness in our
society

• Pupils in pairs, sing songs related to
prvvention of common illness in our
society

-Pupils as a class, am guided to
bruinstorm on the consequences of not
being patriotic as a nation

-Pupils In small groups, discuss on the
consequences of not being patriotic as a
nation.

•Pupils in pans, discuss the benefits 01
being pattiotic as a nation under the
guidance 01 the

Communicati

on and collaboration

- Citizenship

•Communicative ancl

Collaborative skills

• Critical thinking and

problem solving

• Cnativity and

imaginaUon

• Digital literacy-

-Contmunication and

N.)llabojation

•Critical thinking and

solving

• l.cadccshil) and

personal

developnwot.

citizen

WEB RESOURCES:
SITE LINK:

https://lessonp\an.edudgl

VIDEO LINK:

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES:

•Flash cards. textbooks.

WEB RESOURCE:

SITE LINK

01

Chart/poster showing
people suffering from

illness

Charts/postec showing

mosquito and dirty

environment

AUDIO VISUAL.

RESOURCES:

showing

ot patriotic

cituens

Chat@s showing (he

qualities oi a patoot(c

cititcn

nutuon

SITE LINK:
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NATIONAL VALUES EDUCATION (WE)

8 (Security

Education)

8 (Social

Studies)

9 (Civic

Education

9 (Security

Education)

9 (Social

Studies)

10 (Civic

Education

10 (Security

Education)

10 (Social

Studies)

11 (Civic
Education

TOPICS

Common

Criminal

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

By the end of this lesson, pupils
should be able to:

Behaviour:

Examination

Malpractice

Common illness

in the

community

Revision

Preventive

Measures of

Common

Crimes, Primary
Prevention

Symptoms of

common

illnesses in the

community

Revasion

Preventive

Measure of
Common Crimes
(Il) Create,
Implement and

momtor a

(i) Explain the meaning of
examination malpractice
(ii) Outline the causes of
examination malpractice

Pupils should be able to:
Identify common illness in our
community
State preventive measures
against common illness in our
community

Mention importance of living in
a clean emhmnment

Revision

By the end of this lesson, pupils
should be able to:
(i) Analyze the ways to prevent
common crimes

Pupils should be able to:

Mendon the symptoms of
common illnesses in our
community such as (malaria,
typhoid)

Explain immunization as a
means o preventing some
illnesses

Discuss imporunce of
saniution

By the end of this lesson. pupils
should be able to:

(i) Create and implement policy
that helps to monitor a national

security

Pupils should be able to•.
1. Identi$' causes ofcommon
illness such as dysentery etc in
our community

Revision

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. Pupils as a class discuss what
enmination malpractice mean to them.
2. Pupils as pups, discuss the auses
of examination malpractice

- Pupils as a class, discuss common
illness in our society
- Pupils in small groups. dramatize
preventive measures against common
illness in our society (tnmming of
finger nails, bathing)
- Pupils in pairs sing songs related to
prevenuon agamst ømmon illness in
our society

1.Pupils in small groups, describe a
crime free society

- Pupils as a class, mention sign or
ymptoms of common illnesses in our
soci eadach vomi etc
- Pupils in small groups, discuss the
meaning of immunization
- Pupils in pairs, mle play some sigiS
and symptoms of common illnesses in
our society

1. Pupils in small groups, formulate

plans on how to monitor a national
security
2. Pupils in small groups,
security measure tips.

-Pupils as a class, explain muses of
common diseases on our society
- Pupils, as individual mention some
drugs that be used to treat common
illness in our society
- Pupils in pairs, list common illness
and state its causes

EMBEDDED CORE

Communiati
on and collaboration

-Communicative and
Collaborative skills
- Criåal thinking and
problem solving
-Leadership and
personal

development

Communicati
on and collaboration

Leader±ip
and
development

-Communicate and
shlls

- Critical and

problem sowing
- Citizenship SHII
- Creativity and
imagnation
- Digiäl literacy

Communicati
on and coUaboradon

and personal
development

Collaborative skills

LEARNING RESOURCES

AUDIOVISUAL
RESOURCES:

• News Paper Cutting on

Examination malpracdce

WEB RESOURCE:
SITE LINK

Charts/pictures showing
common illness in our
society

Char%/pictures of
dirty/clean environment

[health-

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES:
-nasb cards,
and dictionary
WEB RESOURCE•
SITE LINK

108 (03/10-ways-tQ- 
.

prevent-mme-in-

Charts/pictures showing
le vomiti stoolin

Charts showing medical
personnel given
immunization
WEB RFSOWRCFS:

https://lluhs.prinuctpn-ed

https.t/nutwbe/tupidfri

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCB:
-FIZh ards,

WEB RESOURCE
SITE L.D{K

I..QCALRESQURCES
Chart /posters showing

national searrity

Causes of

common illness:

Dysentery

Revision

- Critical thinking and
problem solving
-Leadership and
personal

development

people stooling and
vomiting
Charts showing common
drugs to be taken to treat
common illness
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